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ABSTRACT

In a number of combustion chambers differentiation between radiation and convective heat
transfer on the surface is a problem of substantial interest Hemispherical radiation heat flux meter
proposed by Afgan and Lrontiev [1] and patented by Afgan, Canalho and Lrontig:I2l has potential
iossiUitity-to be used as an instrument with sufficient accuracy to measure difference between
hemispheiical radiation heat flux and convective heat flux in 4e respective environmenl

.I'tre hemispherical radiation flux meter is numerically analyzed with the aim to define the oqbTal
design param6ters to be used for experimental verification- With -a proper selection of the de_sign
parameiers corresponding to the conditions encountered in the boiler furnace, it will be possible to
measure with the same initrument the radiation heat flux and convective heat flux.

Particular attention was focused on the discussion of the respective parameters of the flux meter in
order to meet corresponding requirements in different environmenL Attention was focused on the
effects of differences in main mass flow rate and blow of gas mass flow rate , heat conductivity of the
holder and porous fillament and difference in temperature between solid structure and fluid flow in
the fillament

For the selected pararneters of the main flow and radiation heat flux range, the radiation heat flux
meter was designed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermal radiation measurement is an important-pa.a.eter for the diagnosis of a number of
systems. Boiler, furnaces, combustion chambers are among those systems, where the most important
p-arameter to be determined is the thermal radiation flux at the respective wall!. Numbe_r of_artempts
have been made to develop the insrument for heat flux measurement in the enclosues[3] to [6].

With different succesi most of the methods have been used in the control and diagnostics of the
systems. There are different limitations observed for each of the specific instrument design. For t\fs
reason the development of the ,rew heat flux measurement method is a chalienging incentive. In
particular, the thermal radiation flux measurement in hostile environment is needed to meet
requirement of the respective diagnostic of the system.- The new instrument for the thermal hemispherical radiation flux measurement [1], is based on the
determination of the temperature difference of the gas flowing through the porous fillamerrt exposed
to the respective heat flux to be measured, Fig. 1. When the critical blow of gas mass flow rate is
reached tlie boundary layer is blown of from the porous surface exposed to the hot gas envimnment.
Heat transfer and fluia flow in the porous fillament has to be respectively selected in order to meet
requirements posed by the instrument to reach corresponding accuracy and material limitations.
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Porous Fillament

ThermocouPle

Figure 1 - The flux meter head

For this reason, this study is devoted to the numericai analysis of the pammeters effecting the

imposed rimitations ;ilt; i";e.;*"nr ftd; ;;n""f;p*i?r utt"tition is dev6ted to the analvsis of the

srobar Darametere of the instrument *a a* t'o the'anarysis of the gas velociry and temperatue

Ail#b,if,#;'A; porou, fl[amenr rn ora"i io a"te.-ine phvsicai-dimensions, gas and porous

materiar paran*te,rs"riJvriJ iJTfi*d;"jq";p*qi u*itatio'nsimpo.sed by$: hostile environment

where the instrumrrii:ffii;:;;;&:ft;;6don or trti Eeo-dtri."t and ptrvsicai parameters of

the instnrment is'.;ased on the analysis o] tiii ptrr"rt a numeriial study of the prtrbiem'

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.L Introduction
To assist the clevelopment of the heat flux sensor, two mathematical models were implemented'

The first moder i, b;;t;;;;-g*l-;"rgy .;q mass barances, assuming thg porous fr[amenr as a ser

of aligned capnarytirc;;ith; i."ti#"it flow through.them. This irodei was used to define the

limits within o. ',,oJloiltt-t a.rigti*i.tr-shouid be for a certain set of working conditions'

The second model is based on the nt*ti.uf ioi"tio" of the energy, momentum and continuity
d.ifferentiar equatioiii;tt ;t zo-*irri-"iir, it*av rtut' form for fr homogeneous porous media

crossed by a laminai; fi;;. L*"f rnit-"i"q"ili9hil Gt*."n gas and solid phases is not valid
so, the model.onril"[r"puo-.a "n"tgy "qoatiins 

for each present phase coupled by a source terrn
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2.2 Critical Blow Of Gas Mass FIow Rate

The critical blow of gas mass flow rate required to prornote the desa-uction of the boundary layer
over the porous fillament is a basic parameter to be defined for this hear flux sensor.

Under the influence of the blow of gas on the boundary layer a the vicinity of the v,/all, a
momentum transfer from the blow of gas to the rnain stream will take piace leading to tbe desease of
the main steam gas velocity in the vicinity of thc wall This will result in the decrease of the velrcity

-. /du\gradient tett As a consequence of the velocity profile deformation and increase of the boundary

layer thickness the decrease of the friction force is obained under other constant conditions. *ith dre
increase of the blow of gas mass flow rate, the velocity profrle on the boundary iayer will present an

inflection point charac tlirzrl'oy [+] =0 . In the definition of this poin: *re critica-i blow of gas lrutss'\dy/*
flow rate is inroduced by Lcontiev [7] as:

J.,=c+ (1)
1Re"

Reo=P",l"o e)po

where C is a constant dependent on the geomery.
These equations relate the gas mass flux through the porous fillnspll with the conditions at the

vicinity of its wall surface.
Figure 2 shows the critical blow of gas mass flow rate for diffcrent porous fiIlament diarneters as

a function of the external flow velocity, considering C = 0.62 and a:suming a main stream flow
temperatue of 1200 K.
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2.3 Integral balance model

A simple model based on integfal balances of elgrgy and mass and considering the porous

filiament as a ser oi 
""piuury 

ductiwasaiuetoped. The-rirodel considers a Darcean laminar flow
through the ducts ;6;Ait nuiapropenies. bu" to it importance, the critical blow of mass flow
r.o range *as coosiJ"JJigo''' qt._t o\ing o/point of liew). The studied parameters are:

- tenrDerature difference of the airflowbd#; the inlet and outlet surfaces of the porous fi'llamenu

- preisute drop in the porous fillament'
- hp*"t"*^differenie betrpeen gas and 5slid phases'
rhie,'u.'r"-il#tffi #iltril*#*:;mg"fA:T,H,*,ff fr ?iJ#":ffi'?m::

the fluid and that lt
bewreen inlet and outlet surfaces is given by

AT = Q= (3)
cpJ

The pressure drop trroughthe porous fillament for a iaminar, fully developed flow in a duct was

considered" ana tnJfiilCF"iiiifiit "qou[o"** used in the form 6r a narcy law as a function of
the mass flow rate as follows:

, 32 WI-r rAD = _-_=- J^ tDi P'

The temperature d.ifference between the gas.and. solid,ohases was determined under the same

assumption of the p';;;-t i;"g*pt,'i."., tintia"4ng a Hagen-Poiseuille flow inside each pore'

The heat flu* receiuJ6; rhJp";&Jrteteton is transferied to tle gas by convection, so that :

A16=on#-

(4)

(5)

(6)

where the Nusselt number is detemrined by correlation's valid for laminar forced convection through
cylindrical tubes.

2.4 Differential Balance Model

A more detailed .rnathematical model of the heat and mass transfer-in a porous media crossed by a

air flow was develowr.-rne mooel is based on the solution of the differenaai conservation equations

t*;;g;gy;;"ilptffi" t#i";d";;"-th" ;;;ntum and continuity equations in the gas phase. The

eouauons are consrdered in their r*oii-in;i"*1, stead.y state foim lnd are solved in cylindrical
;ffiilu]#uv"iHri" airi"..nce lconnofvotume)'technique. The set of equations constituting the

mathematical model arc as follows:

*to *l.l*(rpu)=6Continuiqv:
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Momentum

Energ.v ( gas)

Energy ( solid)

Sr, = A"p" hr (I'-Tr)

pu.k+purb.* *(-H t*(-'*) -s.=o

p u.*-+ p ur*.* *( u*.) *( -+*t,"))- s,=o

pu.*+pur* *(**.) +*(*'*) -s,=o

*(**).i*(*'*)-sn=o

0)

(8)

(e)

Momentum equation source terms..Sr. Sr. An additional source term appears on the monrentum
equation because the porous structure is neated as a continuos. Several-atteinP$ *-Fiog madt in
or?er to arrive at an equation equivalent to the Navier-Stokes, for the description of the fluid flow
through porous media,-[8]. A semiheuristic volwne-weraged treatrnent of the flow field was made
adding t6 the standard momentum equations a source term nith two components. The first accounts
for thi microscopic shear stess (D-ty term) the second compor.lent describes the microscopic
inertial force ( Ergun inertial term):

t,=*o, *$po ul (i=x,r)

where

e'D"tx--l\-

180 (1-ef

Enersv eouation source term. Sh_The coupling of the solid matix and th_. gS flow energy
equation i-s made through a source term representing the energy Eansfer berween the phases,

(10)

(1 1)

(t2)

(13)

The interstitial convection heat transfrr coefficient used, hsn was experimentallY evaluated by Wakao
and Kaguey for packed beds of spherical particles, [9]. Thdsimple cubic alrangelnent geomeEry was
considered to determine the specific surface area Aspc.

n*"=ft

n,r=f e+r.1 Reo''Prln)

Effective thermal conductivitv. Kefl'. A considerable revue of the many available studies for the
aete t8l. On this study as a first apfroach a geomeuic mean
(between gas and soiid thermal conductivity) was considered-

(14)

(1t

ku = q.s{t-')
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Boundary conditions. The assumed boundary conditions are listed in table 1

Table 1 - BoundarY conditions

x=0.0 x=L 1=0.0 r=Rl

continuitY ur = 0'0
o.=i

Ur = 0'0
E=u* 

= o.o
dx

ur = 0'0
Ux = 0'0

ur = 0'0
Ux = 0'0

lL = o.o
dr

U, = 0.0x
momentum ur=lp lL = o.o

dx

r
momentum

U.=0 Ur=0 4=0.0
dr

u. = 0.0

EJ' 
= o.odr

EJ' 
= o.odrenergy

(gas)
Tg=Ts EJ' 

= o.odx

energy
(solid) 4=0.0

dx
k*al' = adr

1L = o.o
dr

u*=qdt

2.5 Numerical Procedure

Method of solution. In the Present work a finite d'iffer6nce- approach was used to solve the

eouations of the "u"ff" o"r"riffi t;;;i"rrtrlvu.i[r"nu"uvop*i"a m6moa was used to discretise the

convection terrns [10], and the pressure i,J,iiiiiftiir;J;f.?ftJ with the SIMPLE algorithm' [11]'
After each iteration, the thermo-ptyri.ip'tiiffi "iirria *o gas phases are updated as well as the

toot"" terms of the energy and momentum equatrons'

Somecomputationaldetails.Thepresentedmodelwasapplied.tothepredictionofthemeanflow
and heat transfer beween the gas ""i"rtt" roria matrix iiitt" instrument holder.The holder is

considered as the parr of the instnrme;;;; th";;;;;r firlament is accommodated as is shown in

Figrlr; 
computational domain is represen'd 1-liq' ^1:9311,9"- 

p^T:# 3:1T:Ttrt'0,,#ult#'
holder are considererl Due to symmetry- reasons a singie sli-ce^ of the.sensor was studied' The

thickness of the horder was the same for au tt " 
tests we *iarii.o mm). A staggered grid with 20 x

20 nodes was used. A; converg"nr" .riioion we considered that the dimensionless rosidual sources

of all equation, st ooiCG r-n ufT"t tft* tiliii*a tft" inpg*t energy balanc-e should be satisfred'

Based on the results of the int"gj i"ru*" -"a"r inrJr"i'"rtion of -paramerers was made in

order to perform ";;;J"t ii.d *fiyrir-*itrr- the differential balance model. The studied parameters

are listed in table 2.
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Table 2 - Studied pammeters

Parameter Considered
Yalues

Units

Blow of gas mass flow rate, J 2and8 kg m-2 s-l
FillamentDiameter, D6 10, 30 and 40 ITIITI

Fillament Thickness, L; 5, 15 and 20 rrn
Heat Flux, Q 50, 100 and 200 kWm-l
Material Stninless Steel

Porosity, e 0.-3 and 0.5
Size of the Pores, Dn 50 and 100 pm

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The results obtained with the deveioped modeis have been used to seiect the required
characteristics of the heat flux meter and to define the range of parameters under which it can meet
limitations imposed by its design, working conditions and material. Attention was also devoted to
determine the limitation imposed by the requirement of use the same instrument for radiation heat
transfer and convection heat transfer in the hot gas environmenl

3.1 Selection Criterion's
The selection of geometric and operating design characteristics for the heat flux meter was based on
the following criterion's :

Accuracy to he obtained by the instrwnent The accuracy of the instrument is defined by the ratio of
the temperature distribution in the fillament to the uniform temperature, as a me:.sure of the heat loss
due to the temperature distribu4on in the hllament.

Phlsical limitation of the material. For the selected range of wori<ing conoitions, the fillament
material may not exceed it temperature limitations. The seiected desigrr parameiers have to met this
requirements under prescribed conditi ons.

Pressure drop in the fillament In order to prevent strong effect of the blow of gas to its surrounding
and limit excess use of the blow of gas, the pressure constrain is inuoduced as one of the criterion's
for the design parameters selection

3.2 Selection of the principal characteristics of the porous fillament.

For the heat flux levels found in industrial boilers (> 100 kWm2) the biow of gas mass flow rate
must be some order of magnitude higher than it critical value to avoid high temperatures in the porous
fillament, as shown in Fig. 3. Actually, for the considered porous fillament diameters, the critical
blow of gas mass flow rate never exceeds 0.15 kg/mzs(Fig. 2) but to avoid porous fillament
temperature higher than 700 K, the blow of gas nxlss flow rate has to be between 1 and 10 kglm2s.

The pressure drop in the porous fillament is not a critical parameter if the porosity is equal or
higher than 0.5, as can be seen on Fig. 4.

L-
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Figure 3 - Predicted temperatue difference benpeen the iniet and outlet of the porous fillament
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The analysis of the results obtained by the differential baiance modei shows that the heat ransfer
between the gas phase and the solid matrix is conrolled by fre specific surface area-The ten.rDeratu-re
difference benpeen the phases is almost zero in all the domain exc€pt near the boundary of the porous
manix and solid holder where a temperatue difference can be found-
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Figure 5 - Predicted radial temperatwre proflies at the po:ous fillarnent outlet su:face (option 1)
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It can be shown that the f,rrst criterion can be satisfied by two.oPti-ons of porous flllament:
aujarJ ;r*uridiameter (10 mm), largg thigkness (>^ i5 mm) Tq l.o* porosity (0.3).

6ttr" , -;G;; A;g; i:o **), sottt titict t ess (5 mm) and high porosirr (0.s1.
With the nrst option fi"-utott- of gur is'heate-d u'irh an high efficiency, resulting in a. very

homogeneou, t"*p"'r"nre distriburion Jn the gas nJlqfpnl This high heat transfer efficiency is due

;;;i;;1;; porosiry, large heat exchange surfac? and high thermal conductivity of the porous matrix'
ffri to* por.''sity is responsjbie for the high pressue drop' 

.^"-C" 
Jecona"option'ii characterized-fy i to* hear e.xchange.efficiency between gas and solid

phases, mainly ou"'io th"-h[h t.rosiry, iow thermal conductiviti' of the porous matrix and smail
ihickness oi rhe nuunr.nt. er"u.f*.qrirnce of the low heat exchange efficiency bet'ween the phases

rhe temperarure profile shows a su'ong influence of the iniet gas temperature that prevails over most

ci the porous mrameni ,urfu"" with a-pronounced change ut t[e vicinity of the boundary between the

porous madr and the solid holder.t"';;g*;i;;?;""'s radial reqper{ule profrles at rhe gas outiet for different heat flux and blow
oi gas'mass flow rate, respecgveli'for the frst and second solutions.-- T;tb. Corr"toaCrfrat ttre fnst option Tay be appropriated for situations where convection heat

fluxes must be considered. With a smaller diaineter^i't is'easier to reach a critical blow of-gas mass

flow rate 66_e. 2), ;[c is essendal for this kind of measurements. Due to the low heat fluxes and

iow blow of gas *uir no* rate, this solution will not present the problems with the high
remperatu-res and high pressr're drop'--- -th" ;;nd option is in gcod accordance with the selection criterion's namely with respect to the

required homogeneity of the temperat;; field in the porous fillament, the temperature level (always

belos, 900 K) and the pressure drop (iess than 7 kPalor j = 2kglm}sfl1 iqkP" for j = 8 kg/m2s )'
ior the studied ftrnge oi blo* of gas mass flow rate, pores diameter and heat tlux'

The-select desiln parameterslor the radiation heat flux meter were:

Table 3 - Selected design pafttmetem

Df Lt Dp cL

30 mm 5mm 100 pm 0.5

3.2 Anal-vsis of the selected Sensor

A more detailed analysis of the selected set of design parameters (table 3) was performed using
the differential balance model

The investiguted-p-u"t"t"r, ^r" 
the rad.ial and axial temperardlt qlP"tlll lig' Z *+ 8'and the

,.n C** dif?;;"# berw;;G inlet and outlet surfaces, Fig 9, for different heat flux ievels'

From Fig. 7 it may be concluded that for heat f_luxes higher than 500 kwm2, external cooling of
rhe flux merer ",ix #trq;;i. Ft;"* 7 *o Fig. 8 show tlhat for a1l the heat flux levels considered'
*rere is a core *tt"t. tiril"nu"n"r"of the iniet gis temperature is dominant. It should be stressed that
rhe considered range or tt*t f.ux levels .ou"rr"*ost of the known engineering applications with high
heat fluxes.- figure 9 shows the predicted c_alibration curve for the selected.porous fillament. It shows that the

sensor has to U" "uuu.it"a 
accord.ingty to the heat flux levels to & measure in order to increase its

ri"iiUiful.. The calibration can be miae adjusting the blow- of g3s-4a91-1oy rate'The presented
;";Gi-g. 9j Can u" .i"a ro measure heat fiuxes 6et*een 250 and 750 kwm2- For the lower heat

fluxes io 5e considered, thp blos'of gas mass flow rate can be decreased'
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4 CONCLUSIONS

The numerical analysis of the instrument for tle hemispherical radiation heat flux measurement

oresented in the o"Ji?,'rr", ;h;;;;liiip"rituie to.ouriin v'ell defined design parameters under

il;;i;;;; itifttion't applied' In this respect it was shown:

1. For the selected geometrical pararneters of. the instrument the lequired accuracy can be

obuined not exceeding the privrii"r ri*tradon oi tir. material. The range of the working

par"meters are specified to be Qr = 250-500 kWm2'

2. Two options of the fi-llamen!-al.e poslible depend'ing on the Snge of parameters to be

considered. A so called ro* "in.i"tiry 
nuu.rni and rispective blow of sas mass flow rate

is proposed for onlyradiation heat flLx ."ur*"iJ*.'foi *otftng "oiditions 
where lhe

convection heat flux has to u. "o*ia"i"a 
a high efficiency filiament is proposed-

3. It was proved that under s,pecified working conditions it is possible to obtain a linear
reiation between the &ermal ;dtri;r heat fl"ux *a tn. temper,ature difference between the

inlet and outlet blow of gas, within t{re range of the thgrmgilhysical.parameters 9f '1he
working fluid (air) and of-ttrl foiour nffam""nt material (stainleis steel) and geometrical

parameters of the porous frllament'

AT T'C ]
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Ao
C
Cp
D
h
J
K
k
L
n
Nu
p
Pr
a
r
Re
S
T
u
x
v

NOMENCLATURE

Roman Symbols

Greek Symbols

A - Difference
e - Porosity
p - Viscosity
n - 3.1415....
p - Density

Subscri pts

cr - CYiticaleff - Effectivef - Porous f,llamentg-Gash - Energyo - Main streamp - Poresr - Radials - Solid materialw - Wallx - Axial

Specific surface area
Blow of constant
Specific Heat
Darneter
Convection heat transfer coefficient
Blow of mass flow rate
Permeability
Thermal conductivity
Thickness
Number of pores
Nusselt number
Pressure
Prandtl number
Heat flux
Radial direction coordinate
Reynolds number
Source term
Temperature
Velocity
Axial direction coordinate
transversal coordinate
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